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Abstract

Despite the large and diverse cohorts annually recruited to Higher Education sport programmes in the UK, research exploring sport students' experiences of transitioning into university is very limited. This study was conducted in response to several years of low retention and progression rates across first year sport degree programmes at a post-92 university in the UK. Through focus groups, the study explored the role played by the personal tutor in supporting effective transition of recently enrolled first year sport students from widening participation backgrounds. Most noticeably, the main contributory factors were found to be the nurturing of social integration and use of student-centred personal tutoring approaches to do so. The study further outlined how many widening participation sport students enter university with negative previous personal tutoring experiences and have limited understanding and misguided expectations of the role. The collective findings provide academic colleagues and university management with evidence of one model of effective support for a successful transition into university. Practical implications for widening participation students studying both sport and other degree subjects are presented, as are future research avenues and study limitations.
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Introduction

In the United Kingdom (UK), widening participation (WP) has become an established component of the government’s political drive in addressing inequality of access to higher education (HE) for underrepresented student groups. The agenda has achieved relative success over recent decades across the UK university sector, as evidenced by significant growth in student numbers entering HE from non-traditional and socio-economically disadvantaged backgrounds. This includes those classified as vocational, mature, part-time or disabled learners, and those coming from low income households or deprived neighbourhoods (Younger et al., 2018). UK universities are now fully committed to WP and fair access, and for many, this is an integral part of their student recruitment (Jones and Lau, 2010). In England for example, application rates for 18-year-olds living in areas with historically low HE participation rates increased to the highest recorded levels in 2018 (Universities UK, 2018). However, an unfortunate consequence of the escalating size, diversity and profile of modern-day student populations has been the significant rise in university withdrawal rates during the first 12 months of enrolment (Tinto, 2012; Christie et al., 2013; Kahu and Nelson, 2018).

Transitioning into university

For many students across multiple subject disciplines, but especially those from WP backgrounds, failing to overcome both social and academic barriers to HE can overshadow the many opportunities a high quality university education can offer (Bennet et al., 2007; Gale, 2011; Devlin, 2013). Successful university transition is reflective of newly arrived students feeling they have settled promptly, confidently and happily, made new friends and networks, and developed a sense of belonging and identity with peers and
academic staff (Wilcox et al; 2005; Farhat et al., 2017). However, a substantial research base clearly demonstrates how many find adjusting to social and academic demands as being a problematic and challenging aspect of early university life (Pillay and Ngcobo, 2010; Lee and Gawson, 2011; Murtagh, 2012; Turner et al., 2017). Evidence also suggests how new HE students are more likely to disengage, underachieve and ultimately withdraw from their studies if they feel unsupported and when their expectations are not fully met or only partially addressed (Bennett et al., 2007; Leese, 2010; Byrne et al., 2012; Thomas, 2012).

It is also important to remember how many first-year undergraduates, including those studying sport programmes, have only ever experienced school and further education learning environments where numbers are typically much smaller, study is more structured and tutor-led, fewer teaching staff may be involved and where groups are small enough for everybody to know each other reasonably well (Allin et al., 2017). Strong evidence further demonstrates how these students, and particularly those from WP backgrounds, lack sufficient understanding of what HE level learning entails (Gamache, 2002; Lowe and Cook, 2003; Allin et al., 2017), and that many enter their studies feeling underprepared and overwhelmed by the teaching and assessment methods they are likely to encounter (Allin et al., 2017; Fahrat et al., 2017).

It is further well established that large numbers lack confidence and struggle with the sudden shift towards independent learning, have limited experience of collaborative learning and are initially hesitant to ask for guidance and support from academic staff (Murtagh, 2010; Thomas, 2012; Hockings et al., 2018; McMillan, 2013). Part-time, mature and working-class students are also known to find it more difficult when transitioning into HE and have higher non-completion rates than those from traditional backgrounds (Tinto, 2010; Rubin, 2012).

The study by Gill (2019) is one of the few to have explored the thoughts, feelings and perceptions of sports students on their forthcoming transition into university. Key study findings were that many expected to face numerous academic and social barriers upon entry, including increased workloads, difficulty completing assessments to expected
standards and failing to become more independent learners. Hayman et al. (in press) examined the expectations, motivations, anticipated challenges and concerns of 334 first year sport degree students who had recently enrolled at an English post-92 university. Notable results included a significant shift towards vocational entry qualifications, the dominance of expectations around employability and a general lack in confidence to successfully integrate, both socially and academically. Overall, such findings emphasise how newly arriving students, including those studying sport, are now entering HE with multiple uncertainties, fears and concerns about transition, workload, independence and responsibility. This seems especially the case for those entering from WP backgrounds, who may require even greater guidance and support as they transition into HE and acclimatise to day-to-day student life.

**The University Personal Tutoring Role**

The benefits of personal tutoring in HE are widely acknowledged throughout the literature for their positive impact on a number of student satisfaction, engagement and attainment outcomes (Watts, 2011; Hagenauer and Violet 2014; McFarlane, 2016; Yale, 2019). Such benefits include supporting the transition from school or college into HE, reinforcing learning in core academic modules, promoting the development of transferable skills, improving student retention and progression, helping to build self-confidence, social integration and sense of belonging, plus improving emotional well-being, student-staff relationships, career awareness and employability (Neville, 2007; Kim and Sax, 2009; Evans, 2013; Ross et al., 2014; Stork and Walker, 2015). It is widely acknowledged that personal tutors have a multifaceted and integral role to play in the academic, personal and professional development of their students, with robust approaches helping the latter to feel part of a learning community where support is readily available (Race, 2010). Primarily, they are responsible for providing a personalised approach to university life, which is often lost when students are part of large departments and schools where they can often feel isolated and remote. They also play a leading role in assisting students to better understand factors which contribute to successful student experience and can
provide appropriate guidance, either directly or by signposting, to specialist student support and welfare services available within a university (Ghenghesh, 2018).

Academic staff have long reported on the lack of formal personal tutor training opportunities and the additional workload associated with the role (Barlow and Antoniou, 2007; Watts, 2011; McFarlane, 2016). They have expressed particular concern about the complex boundaries between academic and pastoral aspects of the personal tutoring role, where interpretations between individual tutors may differ, thus potentially leading to inconsistencies in student experience (Luck, 2010; Gubby and McNab; 2013). These findings suggest that regular professional development opportunities should be provided for all personal tutors so they can help their tutees adapt and cope within their new learning environments.

The findings of studies across various disciplines, including medicine, pharmacy and nursing, demonstrate how students perceive effective personal tutors as being approachable, enthusiastic, accessible, non-judgemental, good at signposting to other services, effective communicators and listeners, personable, caring and encouraging (Smith, 2008; Race, 2010; Calcagno et al., 2017; Ghenghesh, 2018; Yale, 2019). In their study exploring student nurses’ personal tutor experiences, Braine and Parnell (2011) found the majority of responses to be mostly positive, but some respondents also felt the need for additional contact time, and guidance with personal development planning. The study by Laycock and Wisdom (2009) found effective personal tutoring played a contributing factor in raising student retention levels, whilst Owen (2002) highlighted how students liked and considered it good practice to maintain the same personal tutor at all stages of their university life. More recently, McFarlane (2016) found those students who interacted more frequently with their personal tutor than their peers encountered higher satisfaction and progression rates.

Many students have mixed experiences of personal tutoring, sometimes viewing it as disorganised and poorly integrated within the curriculum (Hixenbaugh et al., 2006). There is also evidence within the literature demonstrating how undergraduate students lack a general understanding of core personal tutor roles and responsibilities (Myers, 2008), and
feel uncertainty over who best to approach when encountering academic and/or personal issues (Basset et al., 2014). Stephen et al. (2008) reported how after an initial introductory meeting in first year induction, some undergraduate students had no further contact with their personal tutor during the whole of their university education. We also know that students can feel intimidated by their personal tutor, thus tending to have irregular contact with them (Malik, 2000), and that they do not always fully understand the tutor’s value, both in the present and future, in supporting their academic success, providing references and offering career guidance (Gubby and Nicole, 2013; Ghenghesh, 2018).

**Research Context**

The transition into HE involves a complex process of change, which some students manage more successfully than others (Briggs et al., 2012; Richardson and Tate, 2013; Taylor and Harris-Evans, 2018; Gravett, 2019). It is now well recognised in the literature that students entering HE from non-traditional backgrounds especially may struggle to adapt to a new HE environment (e.g. Reay, et al., 2010; Allin et al., 2017). Yet, despite the large and diverse cohorts annually recruited to HE sport programmes in the UK, the proposed study will be the first to explore their experiences and views of transitioning into university. This small exploratory study was conducted at a university in England (hereafter referred to using the pseudonym RM). RM has long encountered retention issues with first year sport student cohorts, especially those characterised as having entered from widening participation backgrounds. A significant proportion of newly arriving RM sport cohorts now enter from backgrounds not typically considered traditional. Examples include those who commute daily, enter with vocational qualifications, are from low income families, are the first in their family to enter HE or who come from neighbourhoods where HE is not a common destination (Crosling, et al., 2008; Turner et al., 2017).

WP and fair access are high priorities at RM and they are instrumental in the university’s approach to attracting talented and high-quality students regardless of background (RM 2020-21 to 2024-25 Access and Participation Plan). The RM personal tutoring system has
been designed to play an integral part in the academic, personal and professional development of all its students. Key personal tutor roles and responsibilities are to publicise and communicate their contact details, office hours and meeting arrangements to each of their tutees so they are aware of how and when they can make contact and meet personally. Within the sport department, a strong emphasis has been placed on better supporting newly arrived students to settle and adapt by developing their social integration and creating a sense of engagement and belonging in their new learning community. For example, staff and their tutees establish a relationship and get to know each other at the very start of their university life by undertaking a range of team building and practical sport activities together during programme induction. The personal tutor also monitors their tutees’ academic progress and provides support for those who are not progressing satisfactorily through regular face to face meetings.

As far as possible, the personal tutor allocated in year one will stay with the same student throughout their time at RM, thus allowing for an effective and longstanding professional relationship of support to be developed. This is particularly important when it comes to completing reference requests for further study or job applications. If a member of staff changes role or leaves RM, a ‘hand over’ of tutees to the new personal tutor occurs. Students are made aware well in advance of any change to their personal tutor and are able to request to change if they wish from the one allocated, without having to provide reasons. As the role can involve complex issues when dealing with students, a range of short personal tutor training courses are available. These include ‘Building Positive Relationships’, ‘Responding to Student’s Academic Concerns’, ‘Preparing and Delivering Feedback’ and ‘Presenting your Best Self’. Personal tutor related activities are also embedded into a core year one module to raise the currency and significance of the role with students.

**Theoretical Framework and Study Aims**

Alexander Astin (1984) proposed a student engagement theory based on student ‘involvement’, which he defined as ‘the amount of physical and psychological energy that
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the students devotes to the academic experience’ (Astin, 1984, p. 297). The theory, which has made a significant contribution to student engagement literature, policy and practice, proposes that the more students feel academically and socially involved, the better their overall learning experience will be and the less likely they are to drop out or fail. Thus, within the context of Student Involvement Theory, a highly involved student is one who devotes considerable effort to studying, spends time on campus, participates actively in student organisations and interacts frequently with other students and academic staff. Alternatively, a typically uninvolved student will show signs of neglecting their studies, spend little time on campus, abstain from extracurricular activities and have infrequent contact with fellow students and academic staff (Astin, 1999).

Over the past three decades, a range of studies have both supported and disputed various components of this body of work. For example, the theory has received criticism for the general and basic assumptions it proposes about involvement plus its heavy emphasis on only traditional, full-time and residential students from North America. Furthermore, the relevance of the theory to those entering HE from non-traditional backgrounds, including mature, part-time, WP, disabled and working students is uncertain and warrants further scrutiny and investigation.

The recent growth in personal tutoring research across the HE sector has been well received and is an encouraging step forward. However, criticism has been made of the heavy emphasis on atheoretical studies undertaken with small sample sizes from traditional backgrounds across a narrow range of disciplines (e.g., nursing). Therefore, using Student Involvement Theory (Astin, 1984) as a guiding theoretical framework, the primary objective of this study was to investigate the role played by personal tutors in supporting effective transition of recently enrolled first year WP sports students at RM.

Methods

Focus groups were the chosen data collection tool in this qualitative study because they enable the gathering then questioning of several individuals about their attitudes to,
experiences of and thoughts on a specific concept or topic (Leung & Savithiri, 2009). Key strengths include their flexible nature and opportunity for multiple voices to be heard simultaneously. They have become a popular investigative technique in recent years across several subjects, including health (Banerjee et al., 2019) and sport (Fedderson et al., 2020). Previous research by Yale (2019) also employed focus groups to explore first year undergraduate psychology students’ personal tutoring experiences.

Each focus group was completed at a convenient time and location for all consenting participants. In all cases, this was within a safe, private and comfortable room within the RM campus. When undertaking qualitative research, it is important that the interviewer quickly builds trust and rapport with interviewees, so they feel reassured and relaxed to freely discuss topics they feel appropriate. The lead author has an established background in undertaking qualitatively based research within HE settings, which he used to aid the process of establishing a positive and empathetic bond with participants (Patton, 2002). He had also lived the WP university student experience himself, which provided valuable insight and understanding into likely barriers and vulnerabilities faced by the participants. The focus group questions were pilot tested by four WP second year undergraduate sports students who each had experience of engaging with the RM personal tutor process. This confirmed an approximate completion time of 40 minutes, with all wording and terminology considered appropriate and understandable for first year cohort students.

Four face-to-face focus groups, each comprising between seven and nine participants and lasting from 35 to 50 minutes, took place over a five-day period in December 2018. Every attempt was made to guide participants through a series of open-ended questions which probed their experiences and views of personal tutoring and the consequent role it had played in supporting their transition into RM. The first and second authors undertook the role of facilitators rather than interviewers in each focus group, freely encouraging participants to interact with each other and to assist them in conveying their unique experiences. To ensure participants felt at ease to share personalised and exclusive accounts, each focus group started with an informal discussion about primary motivations for attending RM and their highlights thus far (Rapley, 2004). Immediately prior to the focus groups commencing, the first author reminded all participants how there were no
correct or incorrect answers and that everyone’s contributions were important, even if they did not match those of others present.

**Sample**

During late November 2018, all newly arrived first year undergraduate sports students were invited to participate in the study. Once institutional ethical clearance was granted, an initial recruitment email briefly outlining the study aims, objectives, inclusion criteria and procedures to follow, along with participant information sheet and consent form, were communicated via the online Blackboard portal. This specifically explained how the research team were wishing to recruit and then interview participants in small focus groups, who were categorised in one or more of the following WP student criteria: (1) first generation (2) commuter (3) BTec entry qualification. (The Business and Technology Education Council (BTec) is a vocationally based qualification which enables students to gain skills and knowledge in their subject area, then apply them in real-life and applied scenarios.)

A self-selecting sampling approach was adopted, which resulted in 32 (male = 14; female = 18; mean age = 19.2) eligible full-time first year undergraduate sport students agreeing to participate in the study. The majority (77%) were the first from their immediate family to attend university. 88% had completed a BTec sport qualification (either at college or school sixth form). Over half (63%) were residing at home and commuting daily into university. All consenting participants were assigned numerical pseudonyms to protect anonymity and were free to withdraw from the study at any time without providing any reasons. No participant was reimbursed for their time or travel.

**Analysis**

Each focus group was recorded, transcribed verbatim and subjected to the thematic analysis guidelines published by Braun and Clarke (2006). Example focus group questions
included ‘Can you give some examples of what personal tutor experiences you have found useful?’ and ‘Are there any benefits you feel have come from your personal tutor?’. To gain further insight, supplementary probing was employed. Examples included ‘Why was that so specifically useful?’, ‘What other ways could this have been undertaken?’, ‘Why do you think it made you feel this way?’ and ‘When did you start to appreciate what had happened?’. This ad-hoc questioning approach ensured participant centeredness, making it possible to follow up conversations where appropriate (Lincoln and Gubba, 1985). A copy of all focus group questioning schedules used in the study are available on request from the first author.

All four scripts were read multiple times by the first and second authors, with notes reflecting theme statements and their meanings placed within margins. The same authors then independently annotated each interview transcript with their personalised thoughts and interpretations of the data. Thematic coding employed an inductive approach to allow for lower order themes to be derived. There were some minor discrepancies between the two separate coding results, but all were discussed and promptly resolved. Primary associations and connections based on similarities and patterns between derived themes were made, resulting in the generation of four main themes. Once finalised, direct quotes representing each theme were selected. The final analysis stage involved developing written accounts from identified themes which were reviewed and redrafted several times.

**Findings**

The findings are presented under four key themes which reflect the experiences and views of participants in the study. Participant and focus group (FG) numbers are presented in parentheses (e.g., P1, FG1 reflects participant 1 in focus group 1).

**The personal tutor as a lynchpin for social integration**

All participants felt their RM personal tutor had positively supported their transition into university. When probed further, the majority discussed having felt persistently anxious
and daunted at the very prospect of staring university. Several talked at length about their worries of ‘not fitting in’, ‘making no friends’ and ‘feeling isolated’.

I had a real fear of not settling in at all when I first arrived. I was so nervous over the summertime and lead up to starting. (P3, FG1)

I remember I was feeling really stressed when I first arrived at university about not making friends with anyone or being able to cope with the work. (P6, FG4)

But the social support their personal tutor provided during their early months of studying at RM played a significant role in alleviating such challenges and concerns. When asked to elaborate further, some talked openly about the friendly and personalised welcoming they encountered.

I am very grateful for the time and effort they (personal tutor) gave in the first few days when I was feeling a bit low and down in the dumps. (P8, FG1)

From my first day, they (personal tutor) made me feel welcome and just seemed to go out of their way to help me settle in by introducing me to other lecturers and people on my course.(P2, FG2)

They (personal tutor) asked me about how I ended up at university and what type of things I liked doing and came across as such a nice bubbly person who wanted to help me fit in. (P6, FG2)

As focus groups progressed, participants continued to talk positively about their RM personal tutor in multiple ways. It was particularly noticeable how their reassuring, trusting, and caring approaches to personal tutoring were very well received and made positive lasting impressions. This particularly helped in supporting participants to feel more settled, better integrated and that they belonged as part of RM from the very beginning of their studies.
I was really struggling in the first couple of weeks and missing friends at home, So I went to speak with my personal tutor and they told me how they had felt exactly the same when they went to university and that really helped to cheer me up. (P5, FG1)

I was feeling a bit apprehensive after the first week so I went to see my personal tutor and they were so helpful and reassuring and sat me down and explained how this was natural and I would settle just fine and get to know people. (P2, FG4)

Several went on to discuss further how their personal tutor had supported them to build networks and form friendships with a variety of people across RM, including fellow peers and academic staff. The following quotes demonstrate the positive impact of these actions and how they actively supported their social integration into university life.

During the induction week, I got to know my personal tutor and their other students who were new like me and I am friends with some of them now and we spend time together on campus and we even go training together sometimes. (P2, FG3)

When I first met my personal tutor at induction, they took an early interest in me and the other students in our group and kept asking questions about us all and making us laugh. (P6, FG3)

The need for student centred tutoring
Participants talked favourably about their encounters of student-centred personal tutoring at RM and the important role it had played in supporting their transition into HE. It was especially noticeable how such approaches supported them in feeling gradually more confident, prepared and connected, both socially and academically. They fully respected and valued their RM personal tutor and the range of activities and roles they undertook.
I can pretty much talk to my personal tutor anytime I need about anything and they help and show an interest in me rather than it just being one of their jobs. (P5, FG1)

My relationship with my personal tutor is great. They are easy to talk to and someone who comes across as if they did not have to be there for me when I need them but more like they want to spend time with me. (P9, FG1)

I would say my personal tutor is on my level, like they are approachable and show they care about me. (P4, FG2)

I find I can speak with them (personal tutor) easily and they understand what I am talking about. (P7, FG3)

All participants felt generally comfortable in approaching their RM personal tutor for guidance and direction concerning both academic and non-academic matters. The informal, relaxed and reassuring nature of open-door student-led ‘drop in’ appointments were very popular. Such an approach helped participants to establish close contact relationships with their personal tutor and led to them feeling progressively more engaged with daily RM life.

I have a good bond with my personal tutor and feel comfortable in going to ask them questions if I am too sure about somethings like referencing or part of a lecture I did not fully understand. (P2, FG2)

Mine (personal tutor) often messages me out of hours just saying they are always there if I need to chat through anything which is thoughtful and kind and motivates me to want to do well. (P8, FG2)

My personal tutor has an open-door policy which is a good thing and nice and relaxed so I do not have to book and have flexibility. (P6, FG3)
RM personal tutors were complimented for being empathetic, helpful, caring, humorous and highly organised. Their kind demeanour and ability to motivate and include participants from the very start of their post enrolment RM experience was firmly established, as was their ability to recognise and celebrate the achievements of all, regardless of background.

After the first personal tutor meeting, I left feeling I mattered and liked how they gave me a bit of background on their family and hobbies which gave off a nice impression. (P6, FG1)

They (personal tutor) have helped me in making the jump from college to being more independent at university and the belief that I was not going to struggle. (P3, FG3)

They heard I was keen to complete my next coaching qualification and took interest in why I decided to do so and where would it take place. (P5, FG4)

They (personal tutor) have an interest in what I do in and out of university and this makes me want to go and see them for a chat rather than have to go and see them and for it to be very formal. (P6, FG4)

The influence of negative pre-university personal tutoring experiences

Some participants entered RM having encountered negative previous personal tutoring experiences within the school and college system. Several openly described their frustrations and reasons to why they had previously disengaged with the personal tutor role.

It was like college tutors were contacting everyone saying we should book a meeting with them to see how things were going but it was all a bit forced and like they had only been told to make contact by the managers which put me off. (P7, FG1)
Going to see your personal tutor was not taken so seriously by anybody in my college, so I only ever arranged a few meetings over the two years I was there. (P3, FG2)

My personal tutor at college went on maternity leave and so I was allocated a new one but I could not find that new person and then it changed again in the matter of a few weeks, so that was a complete nightmare. (P5, FG2)

My college personal tutor shared an office with some other staff and I once went to see them with an issue I wanted to speak about in private but these other people were working at their desks so I did not end up mentioning the real reason I wanted to see them about. (P6, FG4)

Participants deemed the personal tutor role in school and college settings to be excessively formal, often disorganised and insufficient in appropriately supporting them for a life in HE. Many disliked the traditionally directive and tutor-led models of personal tutoring they received. Several participants talked about their struggles in trying to develop a positive rapport and connection with their personal tutor.

I met with my personal tutor at college only once because I did not really hit it off with them. (P1, FG2)

I had someone as a personal tutor at college who made me feel like I was coming across as an inconvenience when I asked them for a meeting. (P2, FG1)

I had made my mind up after the first meeting that I was not so bothered about using my personal tutor because it all just seemed like I had to go there to tick a box and talk about things we had done in other classes. (P2, FG2)
The personal tutor system at college was not that good for me as it was quite matter of fact and concentrated on things like making sure I was attending and submitting work on time. (P6, FG2)

**Mistaken expectations and understanding of the personal tutor role**

Participants had limited knowledge about the very concept of personal tutoring upon their arrival at RM. Many were unaware of the multiple support mechanisms the role provides and the positive impact it can have upon their academic, personal and professional development. The majority had distorted views and expectations about the personal tutor role. For example, several had always fully anticipated their personal tutor to be freely available to support with any issues they faced, especially those relating to summative assessment and attendance.

I think personal tutors should be willing to speak to students no matter when or what time of day we need them. (P3, FG1)

I came here (RM) thinking that lessons should be attended but a meeting with your personal tutor looked as more voluntary and only needed if you have a problem. (P5, FG2)

I found at college I was having to meet with them (personal tutor) but did not know what I was supposed to say or talk about. (P2, FG3)

Several discussed how their early RM personal tutoring experiences were positive, which differed considerably from previous experiences within school and college settings. Many explained how they entered RM sceptical about the role. When probed further, they explained having become previously accustomed to only ever approaching their personal tutor for academic related issues, of which most were assessment support related.

In college, I only really went to see her (personal tutor) for academic reasons and mainly to get help on assessments. (P7, FG2)
I viewed my personal tutor as the first point of contact in terms of getting assessment support and sorting any problems, like helping you with completing work. (P8, FG2)

I have only ever contacted them (personal tutor) when I was struggling and wanted some advice about assignments. (P2, FG2)

I saw my college personal tutor as someone who was there to give assessment advice. (P3, FG3)

I would get in touch with my personal tutor sometimes only when I needed some help for an assessment. (P4, FG3)

Participants also discussed the importance of sufficiently educating newly arriving student cohorts from the very start of their RM experience about the aims and objectives of the university personal tutoring system and to reinforce it as they pass through their programme of studies.

I first met my personal tutor in the induction week and we talked about what was expected from me in terms of responsibility and how I should be in close contact with them all through the time of my degree because they could help me get work experience and provide references. (P1, FG7)

The session I had with my personal tutor in freshers was good as it set out what they were there for and some of the things they could help me with. (P4, FG4)

**Discussion**

To our knowledge, this study was the first which specifically explored the role played by personal tutoring in supporting the transition of first year WP sport students into HE. The
findings from a large research body across several subject disciplines clearly demonstrate how WP background students have historically encountered multiple challenges and difficulties in both entering and succeeding in HE (Reay et al., 2010). Most notably, factors relating to social integration including difficulties in making new friends, adjusting to university culture and struggling to cope with homesickness are prominent in the decision to leave or remain at university in the first few months post enrolment (Thomas, 2012; Alliin et al., 2017). Our findings in this study demonstrated how RM undergraduate sport programmes continue to recruit a varied demographic of learners, including large numbers from non-traditional, first generation and vocational backgrounds, of which many no longer leave home but instead commute daily into university. A key finding of this study was how student-centred personal tutoring approaches played a leading role in helping first-year WP sport students to gain confidence, feel settled and reassured, to integrate socially with peers and academic staff and become familiarised with university culture.

It was notable how personal tutoring acted as a key support mechanism in enhancing the first-year university transitioning experience. We found most participants to be strategic learners on entry (e.g., assessment focussed) and wanting relaxed, friendly, informal discussions with personal tutors on an ad-hoc and open-door policy basis. They wanted the same personal tutor across the whole student life cycle and particularly liked getting to know them, both professionally (e.g., awareness of their research expertise) and non-professionally (e.g., insight into current and previous hobbies, sports played and coaching commitments). Participants expected frequent and immediate access to their personal tutor, and for them to be approachable and effective communicators, enthusiastic towards them as individuals, to teach them regularly and to provide frequent and high quality assessment support and guidance when necessary, all features highlighted previously by Race (2010). Another key finding was the need for newly arriving sport students to be sufficiently educated about the very concept of university level personal tutoring and the consequent impacts it can have on satisfaction and achievement.

This study illustrates Astin’s Student Involvement Theory by demonstrating how sport students from WP backgrounds can better transition into university with an effective personal tutor, who not only assists with academic study questions, but also helps them
acculturate to university. Students felt socially and academically engaged, and generally happy and settled within their new surroundings. They especially wanted to interact frequently with their personal tutor and utilise the tutor’s specific knowledge to support their transition into university. A characteristic specific to sport students is that many are/have been used to being coached or mentored in their respective sport which often goes above and beyond their sporting environment, hence sport clubs are social fabric of local communities (Eime et al., 2013). This might transfer into the academic environment where they would be in favour of such a relationship with a significant other (e.g. their personal tutor) but further research is needed on this.

Several implications for personal tutors to support effective transitioning of WP sports students into HE emerged from the study. Firstly, they should expose them to regular opportunities to enhance sociability in welcoming and reassuring environments. The focus of this personalised approach should be on supporting students to build relationships, seek out connections and develop a sense of belonging with their course and academic peers, both within and outside of formal curriculum settings. Student centred approaches to personal tutoring are highly recommended as they can help learners to feel valued, understood and part of university life from day one. Ensuring students do not feel daunted by their personal tutor, and that they are sufficiently educated on the role and its value are also essential.

We further propose that students should be made fully aware of how their personal tutor can assist them to better understand factors which contribute to successful student experience and to provide appropriate guidance, either directly or by signposting, to appropriate advice and support available within a university. Therefore, a useful strategy may be to provide targeted professional development activities for academic staff. This will enable them to further develop explicit awareness of their role as a personal tutor and to fully appreciate how it extends much beyond the traditional view of seeing students only when issues arise (Yale, 2019).

This study was not without limitations. Although the recall period was short, we relied on retrospective recollections to explore participant’s experiences and views of personal
tutoring, which may be liable to lapses of memory. Focus groups were conducted relatively early in each student’s personal tutoring experience, and the short study period may have limited the likelihood of encountering negative factors. The power relationship of tutors to students may have also played an influencing factor in the largely positive nature of findings. Participants may have chosen not to disclose any negative comments or concerns. Validation of participant accounts with those from their personal tutor would have been advantageous. The sample was homogenous, thus limiting generalisability of findings. Data collection occurred relatively early (week 10) in the participants’ HE life, hence, follow up focus groups at the end of year one may have unearthed further important findings.

It is important to note how all RM personal tutors are allocated sufficient capacity within their workloads to undertake the role, thus providing valuable time for them to sustain regular face to face and online contact with their tutees. This approach appears successful in strengthening the relationships and rapport initially formed during induction and early stages of the academic year. Self-selection bias plus failure to provide participants with opportunity to corroborate the accuracy of their personal tutoring experiences through member checking were further study weaknesses. Nevertheless, the study findings provide a firm foundation for future personal tutoring research to build upon. For example, longitudinal studies utilising regular semi-structured interviews and self-report diaries would enable participants to discuss their personal tutoring experiences frequently over extended time periods (e.g., every 4-6 months). Such research may help to identify any key differences between those who encounter a successful transition into university with those who do not.

**Conclusion**

The HE sport discipline is one which continues to recruit high numbers of WP students annually from diverse backgrounds. This study fills a gap in the literature and provides evidence on the role played by the personal tutor in supporting the transition of first year WP sport students into a post-92 UK university. Astin’s theory was found to be a useful
starting point to frame and explore engagement and involvement of the whole student cohort. Most noticeably, the main contributory factors to a successful transition were the promotion of social integration through student-centred personal tutoring approaches. Additionally, our findings are the first to suggest that participants entered HE with negative previous personal tutoring experiences from school and college, which created a very distinct set of student expectations. In our experience, tutors devoted some considerable time and energy re-setting these. It appears personal tutors’ sustained efforts to establish rapport with tutees were strongly influenced by their sport coaching backgrounds. This is an important finding and has implications for university leadership teams who may consider drawing consciously on the practices of coaching to underpin future personal tutoring policy and procedures. The collective study findings provide personal tutors working within and outside of sport subjects with evidence of how one subject group effectively supported the transition of a diverse student population into university. Longer term benefits may include improved retention and progression outcomes, increased proportions of students obtaining good honours awards, enhanced student satisfaction and improved employability rates.
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